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There are several ways to get high quality audio in and out of a computer these
days. There’s hardware from many manufacturers, in various sizes, number and
flavor of inputs and outputs, and with different ways of connecting to the
computer. There are many similarities, and each one seems to have a schtick
that sets it apart from the rest of the pack. PreSonus is no newcomer to this field,
having offered several variations of multi-channel Firewire and USB audio
interfaces over the past half dozen years or so. The AudioBox VSL series is their
newest entry, and it indeed has its schtick. The 44VSL’s primary application is for
studio or remote recording, but with some thought and a little patience, it’s
possible to use it to mix a live show as well. For purposes of this review,
however, I’m primarily going to treat it as a studio recording interface.
The 44VSL is in the middle of the AudioBox USB product range. On the bottom,
there’s the 22VSL with two analog inputs and outputs. At the top, the 1818VSL
sports eight analog inputs and outputs plus ten digital I/O streams via ADAT
optical and S/PDIF. The 44VSL, as its name suggests, provides four analog
inputs and outputs, plus MIDI in and out. All of the family members connect to the
computer via USB 2.0, which, given that Firewire seems to be in its sunset years,
offers at least some degree of future-resistance. Recording is at 24-bit resolution
and standard sample rates from 44.1 kHz to 96 kHz are supported.

The AudioBox VSL Schtick
The 44VSL’s schtick is rooted in the VSL moniker. PreSonus’ StudioLive digital
mixing consoles include a software application called Virtual StudioLive (VSL)
which is installed along with the driver (or, with a Mac, as a stand-alone
application). VSL is an on-screen control panel that duplicates all of the mixer’s
controls – you could throw a blanket over the console and control it just from a
computer. The VSL AudioBoxes borrow the control panel concept from the
StudioLive mixers, and in the process, inherit a set of features that aren’t
normally found in an audio I/O computer interface.
Audio interfaces with built-in DSP (Digital Signal Processing) are nothing new,
but for the most part, the DSP tasks have been limited to low latency monitor
mixing and perhaps a reverb to sweeten the monitor mix. The AudioBox VSL’s
schtick is that it offers a wealth of DSP features, bringing the control offered by
this innocent looking interface very close to that of a DSP-powered digital mixing
console. There must be a trick to bringing that much functionality in at a street
price of around $300, and there is. While the StudioLive mixing consoles utilize
hardware DSP chips do the heavy lifting, the AudioBox goes native – all of the

channel processing DSP is performed in the host computer running code that’s
part of the VSL software package. The 44VSL Fat Channel, as the “channel strip”
DSP section is called, provides the same EQ and dynamics processing on inputs
and outputs as the StudioLive 16.0.2 mixer (which uses hardware DSP), as well
as two reverb/delay effect processors. The primary goal of these tools is to
improve the phones-in-the-studio monitor mix since the more comfortable the
talent is with what they’re hearing, the better they’ll play or sing. The Fat Channel
will be described in detail later, but first, here’s an overview of the 44VSL.
Looking Around
The 44VSL is packaged in a sturdy case, 9½”w x 1¾”h x 5½”d, with knobs
projecting about another half inch out the front. It’s a stretch to call it half-rack
size (a rack panel is 19” and you only have 17½ between the rails), though an
8-32 threaded hole on the bottom is there to secure it to a rack shelf. A set of
stick-on rubber feet is included for desktop use. Weighing in at 2½ pounds, it’s a
good fit for a backpack or computer case.
The rear section of the case is steel, the front panel and sides are aluminum.
Copper EMI shielding around the front panel input connectors shows that thought
was given to stray EMI going in or coming out (or this simply may have been
necessary to pass CE certification). Power is supplied from a 12v line lump
external power supply. The 44 can’t be powered from the USB port.

Those front panel input connectors look like Neutrik combo jacks, but they’re a
copy (the trademark looks like “ky”), though they seem to work fine and will
hopefully last a long time. The rotary pots are detented which gives them a nice
feel, though the detents are too fine to be useful for duplicating settings easily,
and too coarse near the top end of the input gain controls for precise level
adjustment. A no-nonsense Clip LED is associated with each input gain control.
When it flashes, you’ve reached full scale digital output and higher input level will
result in digital clipping. Ideally it shouldn’t flash at all during recording. Note that
the Phones knob goes to 11.
The USB Sync LED glows blue when the unit is connected to a computer and it’s
recognized by the driver. When it’s disconnected but powered up, the LED
alternately blinks red and blue. The 48V button, when pressed, applies phantom
power to all four mic inputs and glows bright blue when engaged. There is no

power switch, which is a minor annoyance, nor are there any replaceable fuses
or other user-serviceable parts.
Around back we have the power, USB and MIDI connectors, the headphone jack
(which I wish was on the front) and the analog outputs.

Internally, nearly all components
are surface mounted, which, for
most of us, means that there’s
really nothing you can do to fix a
hardware fault short of cleaning a
connector. Even the pots are
sealed so if they become scratchy,
a shot of contact cleaner won’t
help. It’ll need to go back to the
mothership for repairs.
For those who ask the proverbial
question: “Are the converters as
good as the ones in the …(fill in the blank)?”, note the Cirrus Logic 4272 codec
chip near the center of the photo above. It’s a bit vintage as ICs go – the data
sheet is dated 2005 – but it’s a good quality “high performance” part, still in
production, and still a recommended part. I’d call it a good choice for the most
important job that this box has to do – convert from analog to digital and back. It’s
a 24-bit chip capable of supporting up to 192 kHz sample rate, though the 44VSL
tops out at 96 kHz. The chip’s dynamic range is specified as 114 dB, with
THD+Noise rated at -100 dB. It’ll be the analog circuitry that determines the
noise and distortion performance of the 44VSL, not the digital innards.

Gozintas and Gozoutas
The four front panel combo XLR-1/4” jacks are grouped as two pairs. All four
XLRs accommodate microphones, with phantom power switched globally. The
¼” jacks for channels 1 and 2 are high impedance (DI) inputs for instrument
pickups, while the channel 3 and 4 jacks accommodate balanced or unbalanced
line level sources. Subjectively, the mic preamps sound fine – uncolored, and
similar to those on other interfaces and mixers in this price class. They have no
particular personality, which is my preference for a multi-purpose device. These

days it’s difficult to make a bad sounding preamp, and there’s nothing about the
performance PreSonus XMAX™ preamps that’s likely to limit your creativity.
Since there isn’t an analog path to the outside world directly from the preamp
output, measuring gain and EIN is a little iffy (See Tech Talk for more details),
What’s important, however, is the input sensitivity in terms of digital level vs.
analog input level. This is in the same ballpark, give or take a few dB, of other
units in the 44VSL’s class. When speaking into common a dynamic mic such as
a Shure SM57 in a moderately loud voice at a distance of about 6 inches will
require nearly full gain to reach digital peak level. A lot of folks think there’s
something wrong if they have to turn the gain all the way up. There isn’t. But
there’s also some benefit and wisdom, in not trying to slam the record level
meters.
The two pairs of mic inputs have slightly different electrical characteristics, most
likely due to the circuitry hanging on the input that supports their respective ¼”
jack functions. Input impedance is 1.5 kΩ for mics 1-2 and 1.8 kΩ for mics 3-4.
There’s a slight difference in impedance between the inverting and non-inverting
inputs (pins 1-2 and pins 1-3) of mic inputs 1 and 2, which suggests, and on the
bench, measures slightly lower common mode rejection than for mic inputs 3 and
4. Common mode rejection is the ability of a balanced connection to cancel noise
that’s picked up by the interconnecting cable. In practical terms, higher common
mode rejection means that more buzz induced in a cable that’s too near a wall
wart or AC power lead, or even a cell phone will be cancelled. The XMAX’s
common mode rejection is decent, around 60 dB for inputs 3-4 and 57 dB for
inputs 1-2, though as a point of comparison, my Mackie Onyx 1220 mixer
measures about 10 dB better and indeed gets less hum from a test cable
wrapped around the wall wart from hell.
Quiescent noise, measured at maximum gain with the mic input terminated in a
150Ω resistor to simulate the source impedance of a mic, is –74 dBFS RMS,
unweighted, as indicated by the “Statistics” in Sound Forge. This is about 10 dB
noisier than the Focusrite Scarlett 8i6 which I recently reviewed. With a mic
connected, I could hear a little hiss at full gain, but it was easily masked by the
program source. If the hiss really bothers you, you can gate it completely off by
setting the Fat Channel gate threshold to about –70 dBFS.
Most of the gain control action is near the clockwise end of the knob’s rotation.
Going down from maximum gain, the first two detent clicks drop the gain by
about 0.1 dB (probably contact roughness), and by the fourth click
counterclockwise, the gain has dropped by 10 dB. It takes 5 more clicks to
reduce the gain by another 10 dB, and it’s 43 dB down at the 12 o’clock position
of the knob. As a point of reference, with the input gain control at 12 o’clock,
you’ll hit clipping with an input level of -14.5 dBu. The large change gain change
near maximum is common in interfaces like this, and with small format mixers as
well. Some manufacturer should pony up for the design and manufacture of a pot

with a taper that makes the gain control more linear, but this is an expensive
proposition. “Too sensitive near full gain” is something that nearly every new user
complains about at first, though eventually learns to work with it.
The nominal 48 volt phantom power is 43.7 volts open circuit, sagging to 38.5
volts when I connected the three most power hungry mics I could find. That
should be good enough for all but the most fussy phantom powered mics.
Maximum input level at the mic inputs before analog clipping is +14.5 dBu. This
is sufficient headroom to accommodate the output of any mic on a sound source
that you’d want to be in the same room with. The mic inputs could also serve as
line inputs in a pinch but you need to be careful should you try that. With the gain
control at minimum, you can put +26 dBu into the mic inputs before the Clip LED
comes on and the VSL meters hit full scale, but the analog signal will be
thoroughly mangled well before reaching that level. See the Tech Talk discussion
at the end of this article for the gory details of what happens when you overdrive
the preamp.
Moving on to the ¼” inputs, instrument DI inputs 1 and 2 are indeed high
impedance, just shy of 1 megohm. Connect a guitar or bass pickup to these jacks
using a standard unbalanced guitar cable. (See Tech Talk for further discussion
of this.) At maximum gain, -40 dBu into the DI inputs will get you to 0 dBFS,
which should be plenty of gain for any instrument pickup. Subjectively, the DI
inputs sound clean and quiet. Frequency response is flat over the full audio
range, and the impedance is high enough so that any high frequency rolloff or
mid-band hump will be due to the cable capacitance, not the DI inputs.
Line inputs 3-4 are differential and work equally well fed from either a balanced
or unbalanced source. At maximum gain, 0 dBFS recording level requires an
input level of -10.5dBu. This should be sufficient sensitivity for most consumer
level devices such as an iPhone or CD player, as well as DJ gear, however my
$10 MP3 player barely tickled the meters at full gain. The line input circuitry
between the jack and input stage is really a pad, tolerating up to +21 dBu at the
input before clipping.
There isn’t a lot to say about the outputs until we dig into the mixer and go over
which controls affect what outputs. All outputs are on the rear panel and all but
the stereo headphone output are single ended balanced with a nominal source
impedance of 100Ω (50 Ω each leg). The maximum output level from all line
outputs is just under +10 dBu into a 10 kΩ load. This isn’t terribly hot but should
be adequate to drive powered monitor speakers or a headphone amplifier to an
adequate listening level. THD+Noise when driven to full output level is 0.016%,
with 0.002% of that attributable to AC power line hum.
The maximum headphone output level, since it’s coming from a power amplifier,
depends on the impedance of the phones. 100 Ω seems to be the sweet spot,

with a maximum power output of 300 mW. It’ll put out 90 mW into 15 Ω, 135 mW
into 50 Ω, and 160 mW into 200 Ω. Of course how loud it is at your ears depends
not only on the driving power, but the efficiency of the phones, both of their
drivers and how they’re coupled to your ears. I found my Sony 7506 phones
(60 Ω) to be plenty loud, but then I’m an acoustic guitarist and singer, not a
drummer who makes a lot of noise.
One thing to be wary of with the headphone output is that with the VSL mixer
level running near full scale, the headphone amplifier will clip before the Phones
pot is turned all the way up (note that the knob goes to 11!). When playing a mix
with peaks at 0 dBFS, clipping will begin with the Phones knob between about 1
and 3 o’clock, depending on the headphone impedance. The situation is similar
when sending the analog (Inputs) mix to the headphones, though the gain
structure through that path is a little different and clipping doesn’t start until you’re
using all 4 inputs, each of which are getting close to full scale on their meters.
The Main outputs are similar in this respect. With full scale out of the VSL mixer
and the Mixer control set fully to VSL, clipping sets in with the Main level knob
just past 3 o’clock. Take care to calibrate your monitor amplifier or powered
speakers so that they’re loud enough with the Monitor control on the 44VSL
around noon to 1 o’clock and you’ll have good control over the monitor volume,
avoiding the near-full-clockwise gain jump as well as keeping clipping in check..
There’s a standard 5-pin MIDI In and Out port, fine for connecting a MIDI
keyboard controlling a soft synth, or to send a MIDI track from the DAW to an
outboard synthesizer or sound module (does anyone use sound modules any
more?). Before your expectations run wild here, I’ll tell you that you can’t use a
MIDI control surface to operate the mixer. Since MIDI talks to the computer
through the USB connection, and the VSL mixer is a computer process, it seems
logical that they should be able to communicate, but it hasn’t happened yet.

Signal Flow
PreSonus didn’t provide a 44VSL block diagram in the manual (where I think it
belongs) nor could I find one on their web site, I drew one based on the paths
that each input signal can take and what controls affect which outputs. This
doesn’t accurately represent the inner workings since the digital paths aren’t
really signal paths, but rather calculations in the host computer, however it maps
the routes from all inputs to all outputs, and what controls are along the path.
It’s important to understand that there are two independent mixers in the 44VSL,
one purely analog, the other digital, plus another digital mixer if you count how
effect returns get to the auxiliary outputs.

The mix that you hear in the headphones and control room monitors (the Main
Outputs) is determined by the front panel control labeled Mixer. You’ll find it in
the lower right in this diagram. When turned fully counterclockwise to the Inputs
position, the monitor outputs receive a mono analog mix of the four mic preamp
outputs, with no stereo panning, no EQ, no compression, no effects, and no
playback from the DAW – but also, with no (meaning really zero) latency.

With the Mixer knob turned fully clockwise to the VSL position, you’ll be hearing
the output from the digital (VSL) mixer. This stereo mix can include the inputs,
modified with any Fat Channel processing you’ve applied, reverb and/or delay
from the two internal effect processors, plus playback of previously recorded
DAW tracks.
It’s also possible to combine the analog input mix with the VSL mix by setting the
Mixer knob between its two end positions. This will give you a monitor mix which
includes no-latency input monitoring, low latency monitoring with Fat Channel
processing, effects, and DAW playback. Without the direct analog monitor path, a
singer’s voice through the VSL mixer will be delayed slightly and arrive at his
eardrum through the headphones slightly later than what he hears acoustically.
This can result in comb filtering (only the singer hears this) which is sometimes
bothersome. You must be careful of what goes (and what doesn’t go) into the mix
to avoid double sources, but there’s a lot of flexibility here.
As a side note, I was told by PreSonus that this Mixer pot was a design carryover
from an earlier product without DSP. There, the control served to adjust the
balance between the input mix and stereo return from the DAW. If they thought
about it a little harder, the 44VSL might have had a switch instead of the pot to
simply select whether you were listening to the input mix or the VSL mix. The

Mixer pot makes monitoring a bit difficult to fully comprehend, but I’m happy for
this versatility. It’s part of what makes the AudioBox special.
While the primary function of the Fat Channel processing is for improving the
sound of the monitor mix while tracking, you can also apply EQ and dynamics to
the direct recording outputs to the DAW by clicking the Pre/Post switch in the
VSL channel strip. While “the DAW way” is to record flat and tweak during
mixdown, some find the old school way intuitive, and desirable in certain
instances. If, for example, you know that you’ll need to cut the lows on a mic to
get rid of some acoustic rumble, or that the singer definitely needs some
compression, you might as well take care of that while tracking. Like the old
school engineers, however, you have to make good decisions up front and not
take away something that you’ll wish you hadn’t when mixdown time comes.
The primary recording path is from the inputs to the A/D converters, then either
directly to the DAW or, on a channel-by-channel basis, detouring through the Fat
Channel DSP so the processed source can be recorded. The block diagram
shows a simple switch which selects the recording output either before or after
the Fat Channel, but in reality, since the DSP is performed in the host computer,
the unprocessed signal goes out the USB port, where the driver routes it through
the Fat Channel code (or not) before the DAW sees the data.
The VSL mixer includes two independent effect processors, each fed by an
independent post-fader mix (FX A and B buses) of the input sources. The inputs
(post Fat Channel, fader and pan), effect processor outputs, and the DAW
playback streams are summed to an A/D converter which feeds the Main outputs
(usually the control room monitors), Outputs 1-2, and the Phones output.
Outputs 1-2 are direct, with their level controlled only by the Main VSL fader. The
Phones and Main outputs have individual front panel level controls and can
include a blend of the VSL and analog input mixes. Outputs 3-4 are fed from their
own D/A converter which receives an independent pre-fader (Aux buses 3 and 4)
mix of the input channels, DAW playback, and effects.
We’ll refer to this diagram again, but there’s one more thing I want to point out
now which, for some, might pose a problem. You can’t send the VSL mix to a
DAW track - there’s no path for it. The only audio streams available to the DAW
for recording are those that come from the inputs. The operational concept is that
the VSL mixer is used for monitoring while you’re tracking, then you’ll do the final
mix in the in the computer (which is probably your plan anyway).
I like to record the monitor mix during sessions both for reference and as a “take
home and listen” mix for the client. I can’t do that with the 44VSL unless I use an
external recorder. Some roughly similar interfaces offer a feature, often called
“loopback,” which, through the driver, includes the mixer output as one of the
available recording sources. Provided that there’s nothing in the 44VSL

architecture that stands in the way, perhaps PreSonus will add this function in a
future driver update.
The VSL Mixer
So much for talking about it, let’s take stroll down the channel strips of the VSL
Mixer and the Fat Channel:

Of the eight light gray input channels, four are devoted to the front panel inputs
and four get their input from the “tape returns” – individual tracks or submixes
coming from the DAW. A Pan slider and fader control the channel level to the
Main stereo bus. Panning follows the constant power law, which means that the
channel’s output to the bus is 3 dB lower in the center than when hard panned to
either side. Meters adjacent to the faders indicate the input level to the channel
On the dark blue side, the Main fader controls the level of the mix going to the
Main, Phones, and Line outputs1-2. The Out 3-4 fader controls the level to Line
Outputs 3-4, and the FX A and B faders adjust the return levels to the mix from
the built-in effects. The FX A and FX B buttons in the two output strips switch the

effects on or off in those outputs, thus you could have, for example, one
headphone mix with reverb and delay and the other with reverb only.
These on-screen controls are all digital, of course. The smallest increment that I
was able to move a fader with the mouse makes a change of around 0.05 dB
when near the top of the fader travel, but the steps get bigger nearer the bottom.
Adjustments can also be made by hovering the mouse pointer over a knob or
slider and rolling the scroll wheel. The scale mark half way down the fader is
-6 dB, and near the bottom, the last two mouse clicks before hitting bottom are
-35 and –75 dB. Start your mix with the faders around mid scale and you should
have enough room to turn things up or down as much as you need.
Incidentally, while it’s no excuse to get sloppy with your mix, you can slam the
main meters solidly to full scale, pull the output level down with the Main fader,
and as long as you keep the analog output level down, the main mix won’t be
clipped output. The same holds true for the Aux 3-4 mix bus. This is what comes
from doing all the internal processing with 32-bit arithmetic.
Adjacent input channels can be linked as odd-even pairs by clicking the link
between fader pairs. Note that in the above screen shot, DAW 1 and
symbol
2 are linked. Upon clicking the Link button, the even numbered channel fader
jumps to match the setting of the odd-numbered (“master”) channel, and the
pans of the pair jump to full left and full right. When moving one fader of a linked
pair, both move. Same for the pans – drag one pan slider toward the center and
its mate moves toward the center. In addition, when linked, any Fat Channel
settings of the master channel are copied to its mate, and any further Fat
Channel adjustments of either linked channel is duplicated in its paired channel.
The fact that you don’t have a choice of which functions are linked and which
aren’t can get a bit confounding. If you have, for example, a stereo keyboard to
which you want to give some width but panned off center, or if you want different
EQ on the two linked channels, you can’t do it. Nor can you set the channels to
different levels and have them track together unless they’re inputs and you adjust
the front panel gain controls for the balance you want, which will affect the record
level. Linking is handy for recording a real stereo source or where panning is
established in a outboard mixer, but it’s probably most useful for the DAW returns
where the panning and relative levels of the recorded tracks are established by
the DAW’s mixer controls.
Solo and Mute buttons are located just above the gray (input) faders. Solo mutes
all the channels but the one (or ones – you can duet or trio as well as solo)
which you’ve clicked. Muting affects the Main signal path (phones, Main, and
Line Out 1-2) and the FX sends, but not Outputs 3-4. The good news is that you
can solo channels without disturbing a headphone mix from Output 3-4. The bad
news is that you can’t mute channels to those outputs, so when you move mics
or unplug DIs at the coffee house, you’ll hear all that racket in the monitors

unless you pull down the Output 3-4 fader. The other bad news is that if you
could record the Main mix (which you can’t except with an outboard recorder)
you would be recording your channel solos.
Each channel has four, in conventional
mixer language, auxiliary sends,
controlled by horizontal sliders. The
sliders labeled A and B adjust the send
level to their respective VSL effect
processors. The meter adjacent to the FX faders shows the effects bus level. The
FX A and FX B faders control the level of the effect processor that goes to the
Main and Aux 3-4 mixes. In this zoomed-in screen shot, Channels 1 and 4 are
feeding FX A, Channel 2 is feeding FX B, and Channel 3 is “dry.” Neither channel
in this example is sending to both effect processors, but it’s certainly possible to
do so.
The horizontal sliders labeled 3 and 4 control the level to Auxiliary Line Outputs 3
and 4. These outputs are ideal for connecting a headphone amplifier to provide a
custom headphone mix to a studio player. Alternatively, you can create one or
two independent mono mixes to use with headphones in the studio or wedge
monitors on stage. The sliders, doubtless due to a shortage of space on the
screen, are labeled a bit squirrelly. Think of this as a stereo mixer; with slider “3”
as the level control and slider “4” as the pan between Line Outputs 3 and 4. In
the zoomed-in view above, Channels 1 and 3 are hard-panned left and right, so
Channel 1 goes to only Output 3 and Channel 2 goes to only to Output 4. The
pan sliders for Channels 3 and 4 are near the center, so those channels feed
both the Aux 3 and Aux 4 buses, with Channel 3 louder on Output 3 and Channel
4 louder on Output 4. This is straightforward if what you’re after is a single stereo
headphone mix, but if you want two independent mono mixes, you’ll need to
juggle both the pan and level sliders to get the channels where you want them
and at the right level.
With the settings shown above, in stereo you’d hear Channel 1 on the left,
Channel 2 on the right, and Channels 3 and 4 a bit left and right of center
respectively. In mono, Line Out 3 would include Channels 1, 3, and 4, but not
Channel 2. Line Out 4 would have no Channel 1 signal. Line Outputs 3 and 4 are
controlled together by the single Out 3-4 fader. These outputs can also be used
to feed an outboard effect processor, however should you want to hear or record
the output of that processor (otherwise, why bother?) you’ll need to use one or
two front panel line inputs for the processor return.
At the top of the channel strip is what you’d expect to find at the
top of any respectable mixer’s channel strip. There’s a polarity
reverse switch (Ø) and a high pass (low cut) filter with its rolloff
frequency adjustable with a slider from 18 to 1300 Hz. It appears
to have a slope of 12 dB per octave, more aggressive and, I think,

more useful than the 6 dB/octave filters on the 16.4.2 and 24.4.2 StudioLive
mixers. When dragging the high pass filter slider with the mouse, the rolloff
frequency is displayed below the cursor. While not visible here, there’s an on/off
button for the filter in the expanded Gate screen.
The dark blue area in the upper section of the VSL screen is the Fat Channel
overview. The Fat Channel consists of a gate, compressor, limiter, and three
band equalizer for every input and every output (including the effects). Processes
that are engaged are highlighted, those that are
bypassed are darker. The dynamics and EQ graphs
shown here are to remind you not only that a
processor is active, but also to give a quick look at
how it’s set. If you see a large low frequency boost
on the hi-hat channel, you’ll know that you’ll need to
make some adjustments. You can turn any process
on or off individually for any channel, or turn off the
entire VSL mixer, which may come in handy if you
have a particularly low powered computer and don’t
need VSL for monitoring.
The Fat Channel processing, when it’s engaged, is applied to signals in the
monitor path. Clicking the POST button at the top of the input channel strip
applies the Fat Channel processing to the recording output as well. This gives
you the option of recording the sources flat (POST off) while using the Fat
Channel to fine tune the sound in headphones. However, it’s all Fat or no Fat –
you can’t, for example, record with just compression and add EQ to the monitor
mix.
Fat Channel processing is also available on the outputs. You can EQ the output
of the reverb or delay processor before it goes into the monitor mix, or you can
set up a “house curve” on the Main output to match the response of your control
room speakers to your listening space. If the singer on headphones fed from the
Aux 3-4 outputs asks you to make it brighter or warmer or clean up the muddy
bass, you can open up the Fat Channel on Out 3-4 and fix her up.
Let’s have a
closer look at the
sections of the Fat
Channel. The
noise gate is
straightforward.
Set the threshold
level (this is in
dBFS) and when
the channel level drops below the threshold, its output mutes. The bar meter to
the right of the graph doesn’t do much more than show if you’re above or below

threshold. It’s either off (like in this screen shot) or it’s all the way at the top of the
scale. Since there’s nothing to adjust but the gate on/off threshold, this graphic is
kind of a waste of screen real estate – a virtual LED showing whether the gate is
open or closed would be as informative.
Perhaps an update will give us controls for attack and release time and a “gate
not quite off” level prevent the channel from slamming on or off abruptly. The
gate closes in about 1 millisecond and fully opens in about 2 milliseconds. It
appears to switch at the waveform zero crossing, so gating shouldn’t cause
clicks. You may need to adjust the threshold a couple of dB one way or the other
if you’re trying to set it as low as possible and still mute what you want muted. If
the signal (or noise) is within about 1 dB of threshold, the gate can “chatter.” The
gate is useful in the monitor path, for example to keep buzz from an electric
guitar from distracting you during tracking. You should record the ungated input
signal (POST Off) though, so you won’t cut off a long decaying note if the gate is
a bit too aggressive. If needed, you can use a more sophisticated gate or filtering
in the DAW to clean up the track during mixdown.
The high pass filter on/off switch and cutoff frequency as well as the polarity
switch located at the top of the channel strip are duplicated on the Gate screen,
probably just so the gate graphic wouldn’t feel so lonely.
The compressor
and limiter are up
next. There’s the
usual set of
compression
controls –
threshold, ratio,
attack and release
times. Gain is
makeup gain after compression. You can change the compressor threshold and
ratio either with the knobs or visually by dragging the circles in the graph. You’ll
need to look at the numbers adjacent to the knobs to see what you’re doing – or
just listen. For fine adjustments, holding down the computer keyboard’s Shift key
while dragging gives you higher control resolution. Clicking on the AUTO button
grays out the attack and release times though you’re free to adjust the threshold
and ratio. I couldn’t determine just what AUTO does, though it sounds OK. The
compressor comes ahead of the equalizer in the signal processing chain and
there’s no way to change that. Sometimes it’s just what you want, other times it
isn’t.
The moving bar to the right of the output vs. input graph works like a gain
reduction meter though I couldn’t attach any meaningful significance to the
numbers along the vertical scale. It’s not dB of gain reduction, nor does it seem
to relate to the graph, but it moves downward when the signal is above threshold

so you can see when compression begins and, relatively, how much gain
reduction you’re applying.
The limiter is at the tail end of the Fat Channel processing chain. Normally you
wouldn’t think you’d need it since a digital system is inherently self-limiting - when
you reach 0 dBFS, that’s all you get. However, since the Fat Channel has a good
bit of internal headroom, it’s possible, with an aggressive EQ boost or too much
compressor makeup gain, to go above the VSL full scale level. Being at the end
of the chain, the limiter will sit on it, keeping the Fat Channel output level below
about –2.5 dBFS. It won’t, however, save you from a singer who suddenly
decides to let out a blood curdling scream since it can’t keep the mic preamp
and/or the input A/D converter from clipping. It’s a friendly limiter, though. It
doesn’t clip, it reduces the (digital) gain, and it doesn’t introduce any obnoxious
sounds of its own.
The three band
equalizer can
best be
described by
that nebulous
term “musical,”
which means
that while you
certainly can
abuse it, you usually won’t do too much damage with it. The low band covers 36
to 465 Hz and can be either peaking or shelving. The mid band covers 260 Hz to
3.5 kHz, and the high band covers 1.4 to 18 kHz peaking or shelving. All bands
have a gain range of ±15 dB and a Q of approximately 1.2. The mid frequency
band has a switch that increases the Q to about 2.4.
Any EQ band can be bypassed individually either by clicking on the “power”
button associated with the band or by clicking on a “handle” (the colored dot) in
the graph. The whole EQ section can be bypassed by clicking the “power” button
in the expanded Fat Channel master control panel. Frequency and gain can be
adjusted by clicking a knob and dragging the cursor, by dragging a handle in the
graph, or with the mouse scroll wheel. The Shift-drag trick to increase adjustment
resolution works a bit differently with the equalizer than with the compressor.
Gain can be adjusted in steps of 0.1 dB, but frequency resolution varies over the
range. I thought perhaps the available frequency settings coincided with ISO 1/3
octave frequencies or notes on the musical scale, but, nope, you can’t hit 440 Hz
Any combination of Fat Channel settings can be saved as a preset and can be
copied to any other channel by dragging the named preset from a browser list on
to the desired channel. Also, note that the last settings before powering down or
disconnecting the unit are remembered. When you next open the VSL mixer,
you’ll find all the settings as you left them. This can be good if you’re coming

back to the same project, but you’ll want to zero it out before starting a new
project in case some filter, EQ curve, or gate is lurking.
Lastly, it’s possible to turn off VSL entirely and the unit becomes a dumb 4 input
USB audio interface. You can record with VSL turned off and still monitor the
inputs through the analog path, but in order to hear playback or work on the mix
with the DAW’s mixer, you’ll need to re-enable VSL.

Effects
The two effect processors provide reverb and delay. Reverb is mono in and
stereo out. Delay is mono in and either mono or stereo out. There’s no
modulation, however, so there are no flange, phasing, or chorus effects, nor are
there any distortion effects such as amplifier modeling. The VSL software
package includes a collection of effects presets (Large hall, closet, slapback,
medium delay, etc.) which, when dragged onto an FX channel, pops the stored
settings into place. Of course you can fiddle with the adjustments from there or
start from scratch, and you save your own favorites as presets.
Each of the two effect channels can be routed to the Main outputs (including
Phones and Line Out 1-2), the Aux outputs (3-4) or both. If the singer in the
studio wants her vocal in the cans drowning in reverb, you can send her that mix
on the Aux outputs and set up a different reverb on the second FX channel (or
leave it dry) for a control room mix more to your liking.
Delay parameters are delay time, feedback, and damping. When selecting a
stereo delay, you get two sliders (left and right outputs) for each of the
parameters. Reverb parameters consist of pre-delay, room size, damping, and
width. There’s no choice of algorithms with common names such as plate, hall,
and room. Only reverb pre-delay and delay time are calibrated in meaningful
numbers (milliseconds), all of the other parameters are expressed as percent.
Curiously, for both the delay and reverb, even with the adjustment sliders at
minimum, there’s still a bit of reverb and a bit of delay with feedback. Of course
you can turn them off in the mix, but there’s a limit to how short a delay or how
small of a room you can have. Adjusting the EQ on the reverb output can be
useful, however Fat Channel (EQ and dynamics) settings aren’t stored along with
the FX presets. If you’re saving an effect with EQ applied, you must do it in two
steps, saving the FX and the Fat Channel preset separately. Best that you name
them something related (e.g. “Empty swimming pool” and “Empty Swimming Pool
EQ”) so that you’d remember that one goes with the other.
The effects are smooth, quiet, and they sound decent with no boinging or
crashing. You don’t have all the flexibility and subtle detail of a more
sophisticated reverb plug-in or a hardware unit, but keep in mind that this isn’t

going to be your final mixdown reverb, it’s to help the player in the studio deliver
a better performance. If you’re using the 44VSL to mix a live show, the effects
are fine for that purpose, comparable to what you’ll find built into a small format
console.
For effects beyond those available from the built-in processors, you can run the
input signal through a DAW track with a plug-in installed, then bring the
processed signal back to the VSL mixer (a good use of the second pair of DAW
return streams) and blend it into your monitor mix. This route is, of course,
subject to latency due to a round trip through the computer.

CPU Resource Usage
An advantage of Firewire over USB for audio data transfer that’s often claimed
(mostly by users of Firewire-interfaced audio devices, I suspect) is that, since
much of the protocol is handled at the hardware interface level, Firewire is more
efficient for moving audio through the pipeline than USB, and therefore leaves
the CPU free from a lot of busy work. I wanted to try to get some sort of
comparison here, so using my 1.7 GHz Pentium Mobile laptop computer, figuring
that without a lot of CPU horsepower to spare, the Windows CPU usage meter
would show high enough numbers to be significant.
With the computer at idle and without the 44VSL connected, CPU usage ran
around 1%. Connecting the 44VSL without the VSL application running bumped
the CPU usage up to about 19%. After starting the VSL application, CPU usage
hovered around 50% and it didn’t change appreciably when recording 4 track
while playing 4 other tracks in Reaper (Reaper is a very efficient DAW).
For comparison, I connected my Mackie Onyx 1220 mixer with the Firewire
option (the original version, not the current i series) which has 12 inputs by 2
outputs. This brought the CPU usage up to right around 8%. That’s a pretty big
difference for what by today’s standards is a pretty wimpy computer. Of course
the Mackie isn’t running a DSP program on the computer so the 8% versus 19%
is probably a fairer comparison when talking about the horsepower needed to
just support the interface-to-computer connection.
Most users won’t be using something as modest as the computer which I used
for this experiment, so if you check your system, you’re bound to see lower
numbers than I did. However, this gives some idea of the 44VSL’s CPU needs,
and demonstrates what’s at least partially due to a difference in efficiency
between Firewire and USB I/O. Don’t take this as gospel, though, since it may
only be showing the difference between PreSonus and Mackie. But the main
practical advantage of USB over Firewire, CPU resources aside, is that very
soon it will be difficult to find a computer with a Firewire port, while USB 2.0 will
probably stay with us for at least a few more years.

About Those Virtual Meters
I’m a big fan of metering. While I tell users not to be a slave to the meters, meters
can tell you a lot about what’s going on and how to best set gains within a
system. The 44VSL meters are somewhat unconventional in the way they’re
scaled and calibrated, and it takes some understanding to interpret what they’re
telling you.
This screen shot shows how various levels are displayed by the VSL meters
along with the same levels shown on the meters in Reaper. The graphic
waveform clips show how much the DAW’s track pane is filled by a recording at
each of these levels.

For most music, a bit more than half way up the scale of a conventional meter
scale is usually a good eyeball average recording level to shoot for. That typically
provides 16 to 20 dB of headroom below digital clipping with which to
accommodate unexpected loud sounds. On the VSL meters, half scale is –6

dBFS, which translates to only 6 dB of headroom. With no calibrated scale on the
meter, you really can’t tell how close you are to clipping. Unless what’s going in
has very little dynamic range, allowing a safe amount of headroom will leave the
VSL meters down in the lower third or quarter of the scale much of the time. I
don’t feel comfortable unless I can see what’s going on 20 dB lower than that.
To be fair, the VSL’s meters display about the same range as an analog VU
meter. On the other hand, those of us who like watching analog VU meters
generally calibrate our system so that 0 VU on the meter represents somewhere
between –16 and –20 dBFS. That puts most of the action on the meter scale and
still leaves room for transient peaks that the pointer can’t move fast enough to
display.
What’s interesting is that the percentage of the meter scale occupied by the
indicator bar corresponds closely to the percentage of the track pane height that
the squiggles fill. Digital recording novices often compare a track which they’ve
recorded with adequate headroom to tracks that they import from commercial
CDs and complain about “weak tracks.” It indeed looks really wimpy and
furthermore, when playing their recordings at the same volume setting as when
playing commercial tracks, the recording sounds wimpy, too. They think there’s
something wrong, not recognizing that the commercial product has been
“loudness-ized” near to death in the mastering process and their track is fresh out
of the studio.
I think that this meter scaling is a bad thing, because it can lead a less
experienced user (and experienced users, too, who assume that all digital meters
are about the same) to record tracks too hot and risk clipping. 6 dB of “visible
headroom” on the meter is too close for comfort. I’d recommend, at least until
you get the hang of how the meters work, to use your DAW meters to set the
record level. If the playback isn’t loud enough for you, turn up the playback
volume.
Given that the 44VSL metering is a software function, there’s no reason why the
scaling couldn’t be changed in a future update. PreSonus has been beaten up
about this on several occasions and I’m aware that a change has been
considered. Oh, and while you’re at it, guys, send the mixer graphic back to the
art department and have them put some numbers on those meter scales.
A few other things: Normally it’s most useful for the meters to indicate input level
because that corresponds to what’s going to the DAW. The VSL Setup menu
allows them to be switched globally to display the post-fader level, which
corresponds to what you’re hearing out of the VSL mixer. Some people like that
for mixing, but for recording, you should leave them Pre-VSL There are also
choices for meter decay time (Normal seems to make them look like most DAW
meters) and to enable a peak level bar that’s visible for a short time.

Latency and Buffers
As I’ve mentioned before, there’s a purely analog signal path for truly zero
latency input monitoring, but if you’re playing a virtual instrument, there’ll be a trip
through the computer involved before you can hear it. But the computer isn’t the
only source of latency. If you want to use the Fat Channel EQ, compression,
gating, reverb or delay effects in your monitor mix, you’ll be listening to the output
of the VSL mixer, and this also involves a round trip to the computer, though
thanks to a good driver design, a pretty quick one. In addition, the A/D and D/A
converters required to get in and out of the VSL processing add a small amount
of delay, usually on the order of 1.5 ms at 44.1 kHz sample rate.
Buffering is necessary in order to keep the bits flowing in the pipeline, and the
larger the buffer size, the greater the latency. The buffer size necessary to get
the system working smoothly varies as a function of many things, some of which
are under your control, some of which are not. Buffer size is adjusted from the
USB Driver Setup section of the Setup page.
The 44VSL has two
independent buffers,
each with its own setting.
Performance (Fastest,
Normal, and Safe) sets
the buffer size for the
VSL mixer, It essentially
buffers the USB I/O port.
Its setting has a significant effect on the VSL mixer latency, but it makes only a
small difference in latency when monitoring through the DAW. It does, however,
influence how small a an ASIO buffer you can use. The ASIO Buffer Size (this is
the “increase the buffers” that’s usually the first suggestion when a DAW doesn’t
play nicely) has a significant influence on DAW performance as well as latency.
You should take some time to experiment with these buffer settings to optimize
performance for whatever you’re doing at the time. According to the manual, with
a Mac you don’t get to choose the ASIO buffer size from this screen, so I assume
it’s set in the Apple Core Audio setup.
When mixing tracks “in the box,” latency is really of no concern since everything
is coming from the same source and starts at the same time. A large buffer will
give the computer plenty of time to do important things like running plug-ins. For
tracking, however, particularly if you’re monitoring the output of the DAW mixer
as you’d need to do with a virtual instrument or a processor like an amplifier
simulator applied to the DAW track, you’ll need to find a buffer setting that’s large
enough to record without stalling or stuttering, yet small enough so the delay
between playing the note and when you hear it is tolerably small.

Generally when people talk about latency, they’re talking about buffer size in
samples and not actual delay time between input and output. That’s always
greater than the number of samples in the buffer divided by the sample rate. In
addition to the time it takes a sample to get through the buffer, there’s also CPU
time for the driver and DAW to do their thing (usually pretty small enough to
ignore) as well as A/D and D/A conversion time (which is sometimes significant).
Here are the real input-to-output delays that I measured at 44.1 kHz sample rate
using a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 2 GB RAM, running Windows XP. I expect that
most users will have a computer with more horsepower than this so your
numbers may be better than mine.
Doing What and at what
buffer size
VSL mix (no DAW)
VST snare drum @ 1024
VST snare drum @ 256
VST snare drum @ 64
Analog click @ 1024
Analog click @ 256
Analog click @ 64

Notes
Latency (ms)
Fast
Norm Safe
4
14
51
10
7*

6
49
16
8*
55
17
9*

10

Unaffected by ASIO buffer

17
*Unusable – audio stuttered
58
22
14

*Unusable – audio stuttered

Analog input latency measurements were made by connecting a click generator
(metronome) to one input of the 44VSL, recording the direct metronome output
and Main output of the 44VSL on two tracks of an outboard recorder, then
measuring the time difference between the input and output tracks. VST
instrument latency was measured by using a MIDI keyboard in place of the
metronome as the reference sound source. I set up a DAW track with a VST
drum kit, then recorded the analog output of the keyboard along with the VST
drum output from the 44VSL Main output.
All measurements were made using Reaper under static conditions, that is, no
tracks were actively playing or recording while measuring the throughput delays.
Not all combinations of ASIO and VSL buffer sizes were measured since I was
just looking for how the two buffers interact. There are a lot of variables here
which would take hours to measure and pages to report, but this will give you a
general idea of what you might expect and what you can play with.
Now being an old analog mixer fuddy-duddy, when it comes to headphone
monitoring when recording vocals, I consider latency greater than 1 ms to be
excessive. When you get into the 1.5-3 ms range, unless the headphone volume
is quite loud, the singer can hear a comb filtered version of his voice in the
headphones.
The VSL mixer’s latency, at least in the Fast and Normal VSL buffer modes,
should be good enough for most users. When playing a virtual instrument, I’d call

14 ms just marginal, but for monitoring a guitar with a plug-in effect running in the
DAW, it’s workable, particularly if you add in some of the direct instrument sound
through the low latency VSL mixer. You have the flexibility to do that. And the nolatency path is always available to track vocals.

Installation and Setup
As can be expected with any fairly new product, the installation software packed
in the box was an outdated version, so I went to the PreSonus web site
(Technical Support – Downloads page), downloaded the single VSL installer file,
and installed driver version 1.47.0.4364 and firmware version 1.04. The installer
package also includes the latest firmware code, checks to see if the connected
unit needs an update, and does it (after getting your OK) as part of the software
installation process. The Windows installer installs an ASIO driver, a WDM driver,
a MIDI driver, and the VSL package which includes the GUI mixer control panel
as well as the DSP code for the VSL mixer running on the host computer.
Typical of Windows installation procedures where hardware drivers are involved,
you first run the installer without the AudioBox connected until after the driver has
been installed and the computer knows how to talk to the unit. It then prompts
you to plug in the USB cable, at which point Windows takes over, recognizes
new hardware, and proceeds, after your OK, to set it up to use the driver which
you’ve just installed. While my WinXP installation went without a hitch, I’ve been
told that when installing the software on a Windows 7 system, unless you have
administrator privileges you’ll get an incomplete installation. The shortcut is,
rather than clicking on the installer file name to run it, right-click on the file name
and select “run as administrator” from the pop-up menu.
On a Mac, the 44VSL uses the Apple Core Audio system and doesn’t require a
special driver, but you still must install the VSL package in order to use the VSL
mixer and perform firmware updates if it tells you to do so.
The buffer settings as installed are very conservative – PreSonus wants the new
user to have a successful first-time experience – so once you get the hang of
using the AudioBox, you’ll want to start adjusting buffer sizes in order to reduce
latency. Don’t be afraid to experiment, but do it when you’re not under pressure,
and learn the device’s limits when connected to your computer.
The package comes with a full copy of Studio One Artist, the entry level version
of PreSonus’ DAW program that’s been getting a lot of good press. It’s a pretty
straightforward multitrack recording and mixing program. Artist includes a couple
of dozen effects that go beyond what the VSL mixer provides, as well as plenty of
virtual instruments and loops. Unless you’re already well up to speed with
another DAW program, it’s worth taking a look at Studio One. My box included
Version 1, and when you register it, you’re authorized a free upgrade to Studio

One Artist Version 2 which adds several new features that are particularly helpful
to the recording musician and songwriter.

In Use
After all that, “in use” seems anticlimactic, and indeed it is. Everything worked,
tracks got recorded, headphones got fed, tracks were mixed, projects completed.
I stuck with small projects (mostly for lack of talent to record) but had no
problems recording 4 tracks simultaneously while playing back 8 tracks or more
using an ASIO buffer of 256 samples with the Normal VSL Performance setting.
My singers don’t sing very loud, nor do they want themselves excessively loud in
the headphones. When overdubbing a vocal using the VSL mixer, I expected,
and encountered the “My voice sounds strange in the headphones” problem.
That’s the comb filtering that I mentioned earlier. To solve the problem, I
switched her headphone feed from Outputs 3-4 to the Phones output, muted her
vocal channel in the VSL mixer and brought it into the headphone mix via the no
latency path with the Mixer knob about midway between Inputs and VSL.
Shazam! No more comb filtering. By adjusting the Mixer knob, I could give her
the balance she wanted to hear between her voice and the previously recorded
tracks. Keep this trick in mind and you’ll have happier singers. It’s too bad that
the analog mix doesn’t have a path to Outputs 3-4. That would have eliminated
the jack juggling.
In the studio, I always have the option of choosing and positioning mics, and I
aim for a good sound without the use of EQ, something that I can record flat and
leave EQ for mixing if needed. If the guitar sounds too boomy when tracking, I’ll
try to fix it with the mic rather than scoop out some bass with EQ. For this reason,
I didn’t get a lot of mileage out of the Fat Channel EQ, just a little touch here or
there to bring something out in the headphones. I generally record flat (POST
off). though I did make liberal use of the high pass filters set around 80 Hz when
recording live off a noisy stage, and I occasionally used the compressor when
recording DI electric bass.
With the string bands that I most often record, I rarely have a request for reverb
in the headphones – the singers are pretty straightforward rather than being
stylists - though when the rondador (a pan flute) player from Ecuador asked for
reverb on his instrument in the phones. I dragged the Theatre preset onto one of
the FX channels, increased damping and width, added a long echo for good
measure and the player felt just like he was back home.
The major gripe that I have with the 44VSL is with how the user interface is
implemented. During tracking, I really want to be able to see and operate the
controls of both the 44VSL and the DAW. The VSL mixer takes up so much of
the screen area of my monitor, even the 22” one on my studio computer, that I

couldn’t display a useful portion of my DAW screen without continually moving or
minimizing one window or the other.
The reason behind this madness (short of that my eyes aren’t good enough to
run the big monitor at a much higher resolution) is that the VSL mixer window (at
least in Windows – I don’t know about on a Mac) can neither be resized nor
scrolled. It’s either there, filling up most of the screen area, or it’s minimized and
out of sight. If it could be resized, I could get the meters and faders on the screen
and would be able to work between the DAW and VSL with a single monitor.
I really wanted to use the 44VSL together with my netbook computer as a simple
portable recording system. The netbook’s highest screen resolution is 1024 x 600
pixels, and that’s too small for the VSL mixer. It just won’t fit. This is a photo of
the netbook showing what the VSL mixer looks like:
I can move it horizontally so I can get
to the column I want to work with, but
the top of the window won’t move any
further up. As you can see, most of the
fader length and meters are invisible,
When I used the Windows trick of
positioning the window with the
keyboard cursor keys rather than the
mouse, I was able to move the top off
screen so I could see the bottom of the
mixer, but as soon as hit Enter to nail it
in that position, or clicked anywhere on
the screen, it jumped back to where it
wanted to be. Apparently Windows simply won’t let you permanently move a
window to a position where you can’t grab the title bar with the mouse. This isn’t
going to be a problem for users with a larger monitor or one capable of providing
higher resolution, but if you plan on using the 44VSL with a laptop computer,
keep this potential problem in mind.
I got around the display problem by setting up a second monitor on one of my
laptop computers, placing the DAW screen on the built-in monitor and the VSL
mixer on the external monitor. That gave me the screen visibility that I was
seeking, but it’s no longer a compact setup.
Stored Scenes, Fat Channel settings, and FX presets are listed in a pop-out
browser. There are 51 Fat Channel presets including “Reset All” which are
named by instrument, playing style, and vocalist. Most include both EQ and
dynamics settings. The 30 FX presets include ten each mono delays, stereo
delays, and reverbs. Any of these can be modified or deleted, or you can save
your own settings.

I rarely start off using factory EQ or dynamics presets
simply because they’re rarely right for what I’m usually
recording, therefore I didn’t put the 50 that come along
with the package to the test for appropriateness. I did find
it convenient, however, to be able to save mixer
snapshots and Fat Channel settings when I knew I’d be
coming back to the same project soon.
There’s what appears to be a bit of inconsistency in the
saving process, though I think I’ve sorted it out. When
clicking on the button to add a Fat Channel preset, if you
have a preset highlighted in the browser (probably the
last one you dragged on to a channel) it asks if you want
to overwrite the selected preset. If you say “no” or
nothing is highlighted, it immediately saves the selected
channel’s settings with the default name “fatpreset.” The
next one gets named “fatpreset(2)” and so on. A prompt
for a new name before saving would be useful here to
bypass the extra step of renaming it before you forget
where you used “fatpreset(3).”
The first time I saved a preset, it took me three or four
looks through the browser list before I noticed “fatpreset”
and realized that it was the one I had saved (that’s not in
the manual). You also need to be sure you have the
correct channel selected when you save a preset or you’ll
save the wrong settings.
FX presets are saved a little differently. Whether you have an FX channel
selected or not, it asks if you want to create the new preset from FXA or FXB.
Only the set of effect parameters are stored in the FX library. If you put EQ on
the reverb output, that must be saved separately as a Fat Channel preset. FX
presets are also saved with the default “fatpreset” name. When saving a Scene,
which is a complete snapshot of the mixer, the default name is “scene,” with
consecutive numbering as with the Fat Channel and FX.
Another minor quibble with the user interface is that when an expanded Fat
Channel window (EQ, Gate, or Compressor) is opened, there’s nothing other
than the highlighted SELECT button in the channel strip to tell you what
channel’s settings you’re looking at. Presumably you’ve selected the correct
channel, but it’s nice to be able to confirm that from where you’re looking rather
than having to scan the mixer for a highlighted button.
The EQ graph is sort of useful, but the compressor and gate graphs are pretty
meaningless. The 44’s big brother, the VSL1818, has a different expanded Fat
Channel screen layout which I like a lot better. It displays the channel name at

the top, and by rearranging things a bit, manages to fit all of the processes on a
single screen. I don’t see any reason why the same layout wouldn’t work for the
44VSL since the processors and controls are identical. Perhaps a 44VSL update
will incorporate the 1818VSL screen layout. It would also be convenient to be
able to name the channels, replacing the generic “In 1,” “In 2,” etc. and have the
names saved with the scene. It’s on my wish list.
I also missed the ability to record the VSL Main mix (the “loopback” function) as a
stereo track in the connected DAW. When I’m recording a live show, I like to
record my live mix as well as the individual tracks for later mixdown. Then I can
give the band a copy of their set by the time they close their cases.
Throughout the whole time I was using the 44VSL, I always felt that I was doing
too much mouse clicking, though admittedly much of this was in switching
between the VSL and the DAW screens since I couldn’t view them together. But
it’s really not much different than when working on a computer based DAW. What
can I say? I like hardware because it’s always there.
I never had a problem with stability. Nothing crashed, and I never lost the
connection between the interface and the computer while working. I did find,
however, that when the computer was idle for some time, even though I thought I
had all the power saving and standby options disabled, sometimes when I’d
come back to work, I’d find the 44VSL in a state where the meters and faders
moved, but no audio would get through the VSL mixer to any of the analog
outputs. Occasionally I could kick it back to life by moving a fader or linking and
unlinking a pair of channels, but most times, in order to get the juices flowing
again it was necessary to disconnect the USB cable or power it down (Darn!
Where’s that power switch when I need it?) and back up again.
Can you mix a live show with it? I didn’t try, but I know that some users are doing
just that. I think that it would work for something like a coffee house open stage,
or a duo pub act with (or without) backing tracks. You can have independent
house and monitor mixes, even two monitor mixes if you fiddle with it, and the
reverb and delay are quite adequate for live work.
If it’s your own act or one you mix regularly, having scene presets for your song
list that incorporate different EQ settings for different instruments and different
reverb or delay settings could be quite handy. One thing that could get a little
clumsy here is a way to quickly mute effects. When the front person is
introducing the next song, you don’t want him sounding like he’s standing in the
Grand Canyon. While there’s no Mute button on the FX channels, you can unselect FX A or B from the outputs with mouse click, but it’s a mouse click,
something that’s not very quick when you’re running your own sound.

Docs
There’s a printed quick start guide in English, Spanish, German and French
which tells you enough to get started. The software installation instructions
basically say “Insert the installation CD and follow the on-screen instructions”
which, really, is all you need to do. There’s a somewhat more detailed PDF
manual on the CD (you can download it from the product web page should you
want to take an advance look). The PDF manual covers both the 44VSL and its
little brother the 22VSL. It includes a bit more information than the quick start
guide as well as introduction to Studio One Artist. It also includes a set of
informative tutorials on microphones including some suggested placement
photos, EQ, dynamics processing, auxiliary buses, and reverb/delay effects. This
is the same material that’s in the StudioLive mixer manuals.
The section on setting up a monitor mix (it’s in the Auxiliary Bus section of the
manual) seems to borrow a bit too much from the mixers or perhaps the
1818VSL (that manual is also on the disk). It correctly identifies Auxiliary outputs
3 and 4 on the 44VSL, but in the paragraph on how to set up a monitor mix, it
describes a mono mix to Aux 1 which isn’t applicable to the 44VSL. Given the
flexibility offered by the AudioBox series and the related “What’s the best way to
set up a headphone mix?” questions that I see posted on the PreSonus Users’
Forum (an excellent resource, by the way), this is a subject which deserves some
in-depth treatment, if not in a manual, in an application note. You don’t learn this
kind of stuff from books.
Further, while I recognize that some users never look at the manual for reasons
of their own, I believe that a block or signal flow diagram is worth at least a
thousand words to those who take the trouble to follow it. It should be there if for
no other reason than for people like me who, when a question about signal
routing comes up, can legitimately say “Look at the block diagram in the
manual!!!”

The Wrap
The PreSonus 44VSL is an excellent quality USB 2.0 audio interface with some
clever tricks up its sleeve. It’s flexible enough to function well as the centerpiece
of a small music studio, it would work well for the podcaster who occasionally
does live or phone interviews (that Aux 3-4 output works to create a mix-minus),
and a soloist or duo could use it for mixing and recording a live show. It’s solidly
constructed and will probably outlast the software, computers, and operating
systems that support it. Studio One Artist that’s included in the package is a fully
featured DAW program that’s a good starter if you’re new to this technology, and
worth a look even if you already have a favorite DAW. It’s made a few converts.

Like any audio device that connects to a computer, there’s more that can go
wrong than what’s directly under PreSonus’ control. Some computer tweaking is
needed in order to get top performance, and there will be software and firmware
updates over its lifetime that will have its ups and downs (hopefully more ups
than downs).
There’s an update to VSL in the works as I’m writing this. I have no idea what it
will offer, but PreSonus has a reputation for paying attention to what their
customers want, and while they can’t deliver everything, they’ve been fairly
responsive as well as innovative. I do know that remote control of the mixer from
an iPad or iPhone, a feature of the StudioLive mixers which has frequently been
requested for the AudioBox USB series, is not in the current plan, but you never
can tell.
There are a lot of computer audio interfaces in this class on the market today.
None of them sound bad, generally their mic preamps are all of the transparent
ilk, and nearly all of them provide a means of at least blending inputs with DAW
playback for monitoring while tracking. You have to look at the features that go
beyond just getting audio into and out of the computer in order to decide which
one is right for you. The 44VSL’s strength lies in its mixer and the Fat Channel
functions. Its value to you can range anywhere from “That’s what I always
dreamed of” to “No big deal, I always monitor through the DAW” (or an outboard
mixer). But when you put the time into making a real studio quality headphone
mix, your talent will appreciate it and you’ll probably get a better performance.
The 44VSL is easy to get up and running quickly with any reasonable computer
and you’ll be flying when you get the hang of using the monitoring features.

Fast Facts
Pros
• Very flexible monitoring for a device of this class, true zero latency input
monitoring
• Good sound, good construction
• USB 2.0 interface will probably be supported for a while yet
Cons
• VSL screen not sizeable, takes up a lot of monitor screen real estate
• Lack of “loopback” for recording the VSL mix
• No distortion or chorus effects – guitarists need look elsewhere
Street price: $300
For further information:
http://www.presonus.com/products/Detail.aspx?ProductId=64

Tech Talk – Input Characteristics and Distortion Rumors
There’s been quite a bit of discussion on PreSonus forums from users
experiencing clipped waveforms even though the VSL and DAW meters indicate
below full scale and the AudioBox Clip LED isn’t illuminated. This put me in mind
of the overload characteristics of my Zoom H2 recorder (and other handheld
recorders of that generation). You can get the meter to stay below full scale using
the Record Level control and think you’re safe from distortion, but it’s possible to
end up with an accurate recording of a distorted signal because the analog stage
ahead of the level control was clipping from too high an input level. The H2 has a
three position pad switch for the internal mics which covers most situations, but I
carry a pair of in-line pads when I’m recording from a console that I can’t control.
The same thing can happen with the 44VSL, but it’s a lot harder to do than with
the handheld Zoom recorder since the input stage has more headroom.
However, when the input stage has reached clipping, you can turn the Input Gain
control down far enough so the meter looks like you’re safe, the Clip LED
remains off, but you’re recording the clipped input. When the input to the XLR
gets much above +14 dBu, regardless of the setting of the gain control, things get
nasty. That’s a mighty hot output level for a mic though, about 11 volts peak-topeak. I can get about 1 volt p-p out of an SM-57 if I yell really close to it, which is
about 20 dB below the clipping point. A U87 is about double that. Given that the
sensitivity of most mics falls within about a 10 dB range, it’s kind of far fetched
that even with a heavy hand on a close-miked snare drum you could drive the
input into clipping. Since I made some measurements, I thought I’d include them
because what happens when you drive the inputs too hard is interesting.
At +14.5 dBu into the preamp, THD is 0.05%, with the second (-83 dB) and third
(-68 dB) harmonics just starting to appear. At +15 dBu, though, things start going
to pot. Here’s what comes out of the mic preamp with a 1 kHz sine wave at
+15 dBu going in:

Note that at this input level the waveform isn’t completely flat on top, but it’s
slightly squashed which is typical of even order harmonic distortion. Another 0.5
dB more at the input, however, and the odd harmonics take over. This waveform
and spectrum display was measured at the Main output with the Mixer control set
fully to Inputs, so there’s nothing digital in the signal path. To verify that this

distortion was coming from the input and not the output stage, I confirmed that no
significant distortion was added by the analog mixer or output stage by putting
+10 dBu into two mic inputs and looking at their sum with the scope, which was
clean and undistorted.
I believe the preamp circuit used here controls the gain via feedback between
stages. Gain at a point beyond the amplifier input can’t prevent the front end
transistor from becoming a rectifier at a sufficiently high level. This isn’t a new
problem. Professional mixing consoles many modern boutique outboard mic
preamps often include a switched pad between the input socket and the
electronics. If you need to set the Input Gain of the 44VSL lower than about 6
clicks from full counterclockwise (those detents really are good for something) in
order to keep the Clip LED off, you’re skating on thin ice. Invest in a couple of 10
or 20 dB XLR in-line pads. They can be had for about $15 apiece will completely
solve any problems from preamp overload. Of course you need to watch the
digital level as well, but there are indicators for that which don’t lie.
I don’t normally dig this deeply into a review unless I find a problem in use that
needs fixing or at least understanding. It was a discussion about distortion with
the VSL1818 on the PreSonus users’ forum that got me to dig a little deeper than
just routine measurements and declaring “plenty of headroom if you set the gain
correctly.” (Which is true) I’ve not seen similar reports of a headroom shortage
from 44VSL users, but it seemed like a good thing to investigate.
The plot thickens. My background is in analog systems, so seeing what appeared
to be a familiar problem, that’s how I approached my investigation of the 44VSL
input limits. A fellow forum dweller who was also looking into it has a digital
design background and looked at the problem from that perspective. He saw
what looked like classic digital overloading when the meters indicated that the
level was below full scale, so he started poking around with a logic analyzer.
His (tentative at this writing) conclusion is that the data stream coming out of the
A/D converter is in a different format than what the DSP chip that does the mixing
and routing expects. The result is that the most significant bit of the word is
always zero, cutting the maximum digital level in half (6 dB) resulting in digital
clipping occurring when the meters get above –6 dBFS, which is mid scale. If this
is indeed the problem, it’s likely fixable with a firmware update, and that would be
a good thing. PreSonus is investigating as I’m writing this. I was unable to
duplicate his findings on the 44, so I believe that distortion experienced when
recording a loud source is a problem unique to the VSL1818 and that distortion
resulting from input overload with the 44VSL can be easily fixed with an in-line
pad.
Back to more sane matters. It’s not possible to measure the preamp gain and
EIN (Equivalent Input Noise) without poking around on the circuit board (which I
didn’t do) or making an educated guess that the gain is 60 dB (which I did).

PreSonus gets a gold star for specifying their EIN measurement completely (well,
almost – they didn’t state that -133 dB EIN is in dBu or something else) but I was
suspicious since that’s 3 dB better than the self noise of the 150 Ω resistor that’s
usually used as the “silent” source impedance. Generally –130 dBu A-weighted
using a 150 Ω source is as good as it gets, with most preamps measuring around
–128 dBu.
I measured EIN of the 44VSL at -129 dBu, A weighted, with a 150Ω source which
is pretty darn good. Using a 400 Ω source as in the PreSonus specs, I got –126
dBu. EIN is really more of a design spec than a meaningful performance spec,
but manufacturers like to put it on their spec sheet since it’s a really small
number and has “noise” in its name. I don’t have a schematic, but looking at the
circuit board, the mic preamp front end is a couple of real transistors, and they’re
followed up by two stages of 33079 op amp. This is pretty popular chip and I
suspect a pretty popular preamp circuit.
Moving on to the ¼” inputs, high impedance instrument DI inputs 1 and 2 are
nominally 1 megohm, measuring 970 kΩ between tip and sleeve, but only 750 Ω
between the ring and sleeve. These are TRS jacks wired for a balanced input,
but with the huge difference between tip and ring inputs in both gain and
impedance, for all intents and purposes it’s a common mode input should really
be treated as such, with the ring contact grounded. This is what you have when
you insert a TS (“unbalanced”) plug. Perhaps “all inputs balanced” is important to
the Marketing department, but to engineers, what’s important is what works best.
Suffice it to say that these inputs, when fed from an unbalanced source like an
instrument pickup, behave like any good DI box, and that’s as it should be.
Line inputs 3-4 are differential but the input impedance of the two sides of the line
is quite different. When fed from an unbalanced output, the input impedance
measures a reasonable10 kΩ. When fed from a balanced source, the impedance
between tip and ring is 27 kΩ, but looking at the two legs of the input individually,
the impedance between tip and ground is 6.7 kΩ, and between ring and ground,
it’s 20 kΩ. The ring also has about 6 dB less gain than the tip. This suggests that
common mode rejection wouldn’t be very good, but it measures -57.5 dB, which
isn’t too bad, just slightly less than the corresponding mic inputs. This is a good
example of what Douglas Self, author of the fine book Small Signal Audio
Design, says about common mode rejection – you can’t predict or calculate it
based on measured input impedance, you have to look at the output.
Incidentally, those ¼” inputs, because of what’s between the jack and the first
stage of the preamp, are pretty well padded and can take +20 dBu without
clipping.

